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Acronyms and Definitions

Note on Acronyms for Multilingual Students: Over the years in Minnesota, the term has
changed in order to better conceptualize who the people LIEPs are serving. LEP, ESL, EL and
ML are mentioned below. For the purposes of this document, we will use Multilingual Learners
(MLs) since this is the most affirming and positive description.

HLQ - (Home Language Questionnaire) - the document used to initially identify potential
Multilingual Learners. See Appendix A attachment.

EL - (English Learner) - a learner of English whose first, or native language, is a language other
than English. In Minnesota, an EL is defined as a learner who:

a. First learned a language other than English, comes from a home where a language other
than English is usually spoken, or does not use English as a primary language; and

b. The pupil is determined by: developmentally appropriate measures, which might include
observations, teacher judgement, parent recommendations, or developmentally
appropriate assessment instruments, to lack the necessary English skills to participate
fully in classes taught in English.

ESL - (English as a Second Language) - a previously used term for MLs

Infinite Campus - a data collection system for the school district that includes demographics,
attendance reports, etc.

LEA - (Local Education Agency) - As defined in ESEA, a public board of education or other
public authority legally constituted within a State for either administrative control or direction of,
or to perform a service function for, public elementary schools or secondary schools in a city,
county, township, school district, or other political subdivision of a State, or for a combination of
school districts or counties that is recognized in a State as an administrative agency for its public
elementary schools or secondary schools.

LEP - (Limited English Proficient) - an outdated term for a learner of English. This term is used
in some federal policy.

LIEP - (Language Instruction Educational Program) - the program that the Multilingual Learner
Department carries out to serve Multilingual Learners.

MARSS - (Minnesota Automated Reporting Student System) - an individual student record
system that serves the Minnesota Department of Education’s primary reporting system for
student data.

ML - (Multilingual Learner) - The current description of a student who qualifies to be served by
the Multilingual Learner Department. Most recently, English Learner was used.
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MLD - (Multilingual Learner Department) - the name of the department that is responsible for
serving Multilingual Learners as defined by state law.

MSP - (Madelia Public Schools) - the local education agency that houses the multilingual
department that created this Language Instruction Educational Program.

PD - (Professional Development) - instruction given to teachers to help them continue to
improve their teaching capacities.

SLIFE - (Students with Limited or Interrupted Formal Education) - per the Minnesota LEAPS
Act, is as an Multilingual Learner who comes from a home where the language usually spoken is
other than English, or who usually speaks a language other than English, enters school in the
United States after grade 6, has or functions at least two years below the English learner’s peers
and may be preliterate in the English learner’s native language. An English learner fitting the
definition of SLIFE would be identified as SLIFE on the SSDC System each year by the SSDC
coordinator.

W-APT - (WIDA-ACCESS Placement Test) - It is an English language proficiency “screener”
test given to incoming students who may be designated as English Language Learners.  It assists
educators with programmatic placement decisions such as identification and placement of MLs.
The W-APT is one component of WIDA’s comprehensive assessment system.

WIDA - (World-class Instructional Design and Assessment) - provides resources and
assessments for ML teachers and language learners.

WIDA ACCESS Test - the yearly assessment given by the Multilingual Learner Department to
all Multilingual Students in order to determine where to place them in the program, their service
times and qualification status for services.
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Purpose, Beliefs and Mission

The Multilingual Learner Department (MLD) of Madelia Public Schools (MPS) strives to
include and value linguistic diversity in the local community through providing equitable
education to Multilingual Learners (MLs) and advocating for the language rights of our
multilingual community.

The MLD believes that equitable access to education is a human right that must not be impeded
by one’s English language proficiency. A student’s academic aptitude must not be restricted by
the monolingualism of the majority. Additionally, not only should a student’s language rights be
applied negatively but positively to benefit all students. The contributions of ML students and
their families are plentiful if those stakeholders are included and respected. When families do not
have equitable access to academic resources, this is a fault of the institution providing the
service.

Therefore the MLD will commit to facilitating instruction for all students, especially MLs, to
learn how to use language to accomplish their goals and strive for multilingualism. Language as
a semiotic resource is a tool to negotiate meaning to accomplish one’s own objectives. Linguistic
tools are gathered when one learns how to express meaning in multiple and more complex ways.
The more tools one has in their tool box, the better this interlocutor will be at creating success in
their life.

In order to ensure this mission is carried out, the school’s LIEP must be yearly approved by the
local school board where it will then be subsequently made publicly available on the school
website in all the primary languages represented in MPS and sent to the Minnesota Department
of Education (MDE) for review.
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Identification Procedure

Below is the explanation of the process of registering at Madelia Public Schools (MPS).

1. The (Cultural Liaison) will help the new student/family complete the home language
questionnaire (HLQ), which determines ML Eligibility. She will also ensure all medical,1

transportation, sports, free/reduced lunch and other forms are finished. Finally, she will
gather all previous education data (i.e. formal transcripts for 9th grade and up). If the
student indicates a language other than English on the HLQ, she informs the Office
Manager, ML Coordinator, school counselor and School Principal of the new student.

2. The office manager notifies the Technology Coordinator for an email and password, ML2

staff of the respective building of the new student and the MARSS Coordinator who will
generate the WIDA Screener username and password. {If a student has already been
identified as an ML in a previous WIDA district, skip step 3, and the office manager will
notify the MARSS Coordinator for MARSS identification, who in turn, notifies the ML
Team. } Lastly, the cultural liaison will work with the ML Coordinator to schedule3

ACCESS Screener testing if they are coming from a non-WIDA State or a different
country.

3. For new elementary students, skip to step 4. A multilingual ML teacher will give the
math exam for math class placement and determine L1 literacy skills if the student speaks
Spanish. The ML Coordinator will administer the WIDA Screener to determine4

eligibility for the program, help the student with logins on the computer and ask for
background information to determine if s/he is a Student with Limited or Interrupted
Formal Education (SLIFE). The results of the math and L1 literacy tests are given to the5

ML Coordinator.6

4. The ML Coordinator or an elementary ML teacher adds the new student information into
the ML High ML School Student List or the Elementary ML Student List respectively,
and confirms with the MARSS Coordinator and school counselor. The school counselor
tabulates credits earned from previous schools, and sends that information to the ML
Team.

6 Once identified, parents and guardians of MLs have the right to forgo the MLD services if they so choose. See
Description of Services on Refusals.

5 See Acronyms and Definitions.
4 See Appendix B on eligibility for ML services.

3 During the year, the student will start classes in two business days or less assuming all prior records and medical
forms have been accounted for.

2 Notify means the quickest and more efficient method of communicating the information whether by email, phone,
etc.

1 See Appendix A and Acronyms and Definitions.
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5. The high school ML Team references the Newcomer to Graduation documents to create7

the student's class schedule. The ML Coordinator sends the schedule to the office
manager and the school counselor. The MARSS Coordinator or the office manager
creates a start date in MARSS, and the cultural liaison informs the student of their start
date.

6. The ML Coordinator and the respective school principals work with the cultural liaison
to invite the guardians for a conference with WIDA screener results, class schedule and
ML services. This meeting may be done separately with the ML Coordinator and school8

principals but must be scheduled within five days of the student’s start date.

7. On the student’s start date, the cultural liaison or an available bilingual staff will then
give the student a tour using the Newcomer Tour Checklist.9

8. The ML Coordinator notifies teachers about the new student attending for non-ML
Classes with English level.

9 See Appendix E.

8 Important Note: MLs and their parents/guardians who do not meet the exit requirements on the yearly WIDA
ACCESS Test will be yearly notified in September on this information with a meeting with at least one ML teacher.
See Appendix D for the MPS English Learner Placement Letter on what information is communicated. See
Description of Services on the Parent Notification Procedure for more information. See section on Exiting and
Monitoring for more information on graduating from the program.

7 See Appendix C.
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Description of Services

The following description of services includes three parts. The parent notification procedure, the
refusal process, a program overview and the district leaving procedure is explicated in that order.

Parent Notification Procedure10

1. Licenced ML teachers will distribute the labor of calls based on hours they teach divided
proportionally to the number of ML students.

2. Fill out the parent notification document for each child that you call. Use the official
WIDA ACCESS ELP scores that can be found in the student’s cumulative folder. Make
two copies of each notification.

3. There are three options for notification. First, teachers may call the parent to come in for
a face-to-face meeting. Second, teachers may go to the student’s homes if this is more
convenient. Lastly, teachers may call the families to notify them, and then, send the
student’s notification in the mail. Mailing only is not acceptable except under unusual
circumstances.

4. Take the copy of the student’s notification letter and place it in his/her cumulative folder
in order to document that the student has been duly notified. Write which option was
taken when notify the child on the top of the document.

The Refusal Procedure11

1. The ML Coordinator will be informed about the desire for a refusal.

2. He and the cultural liaison will request a meeting with the student’s parent(s) or
guardian(s), district representative (i.e. Superintendent, Principal or Counselor), and other
concerned staff (i.e. ML teachers, content teachers, paraprofessional staff, etc.).

3. During the refusal meeting, school staff will present the benefits of the program and the
risks of abandoning it. Also, guardian(s), parent(s) and staff will be informed that they
will need to meet every school year to reaffirm their desire to refuse services; therefore,
this is not an exit from the program. Additionally, the parent(s) or guardian(s) must
decide if they will still like to receive the ACCESS Test service.

11 See Appendix F for refusal letter and Appendix G for the refusal explanation.
10 See Appendix D.
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4. If parent(s) or guardian(s) decide to proceed with refusing services, all present members
will sign the ML Refusal Form and/or ACCESS Test Refusal Form.

5. The forms will then be copied two times. One copy will be given to the MARSS
Coordinator. One copy will be given to the school secretaries and will be placed in the
student’s cumulative folders. Finally, one will be placed in the student’s ML folder and
uploaded to their digital folder.

Program Overview By School
● Students who are EL-Yes on MARSS are required to take the ACCESS Test whether they have a

start date or not.
● An ML teacher will attend all IEP meetings for students who are receiving both ML and Special

Education services.
● When a student transitions to the high school, the elementary ML teacher will inform the high

school ML teacher of their English proficiency status and give their ML cummulative folder to
him/her.

WIDA Levels 1 and 2  Elementary

Grade Service Model
Options

Description of Service Available Service
Times

K-6 Pull-out or
Co-teaching

Students receive English instruction 30-60 minutes a
day.
The ML teacher supports the language arts
curriculum, phonics, grammar, reading, writing,
speaking, and listening skills.

During instruction, the ML teacher breaks students
into heterogeneous and homogeneous groups to
scaffold with supports to reach the language
objective. A bilingual para is in the classroom to
translate.

Content area teachers who have received professional
development (PD) in co-teaching and preplanning
time with planning time building into their week may
co-teaching with an ML Teacher to implement the
ELD Standards in the classroom.

30 to 60
minutes per
day

WIDA Levels 3-6 Elementary

Grade Service Model
Options

Description of Service Recommen
ded Times
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K-6 Pull-out or
Co-teaching

Students receive ML instruction 30 minutes a day.
The ML teacher supports the language arts curriculum,
phonics, grammar, reading, writing, speaking, and
listening skills.

During instruction, the ML teacher breaks students into
heterogeneous and homogeneous groups to scaffold
with supports to reach the language objective.

Content area teachers who have received professional
development (PD) in co-teaching and preplanning time
with planning time building into their week may
co-teaching with an ML Teacher to implement the
ELD Standards in the classroom.

30 minutes

WIDA Level 1 Secondary

Grade Service Model
Options

Description of Service Recommen
ded Times

7-12 Pull-out or
Co-teaching

MLs receive instruction for 3-4 class periods a day
where students focus on the Language of ELA,
Language of Science, Language of Social Studies and
Language of School and Society standards. The ML
teacher focuses on academic English, grammar,
academic with reading, writing, listening, and
speaking practice.

Additionally, there are two periods of math available
for SLIFE students taught by ML teachers who focus
on the Language of Math standards. ML students
taking content area math courses may take an
Algebra Skills taught by a licensed math teacher to
reinforce the math mathematical knowledge gained in
the content area classroom.

A minimum
of 5 periods
(210 minutes
per day)

WIDA Levels 2-6 Secondary

Grade Service Model
Options

Description of Service Recommen
ded Times

7-12 Pull-out or
Co-teaching

MLs receive instruction for a class period a day
where students focus on the Language of ELA,
Language of Science and school and instruction

1 period (43
minutes per
day)
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language standards. The ML teacher focuses on
academic English, grammar, academic with reading,
writing, listening, and speaking practice.

Additionally, content area teachers who have received
professional development (PD) in co-teaching and
preplanning time with planning time building into
their week may co-teaching with an ML Teacher to
implement the ELD Standards in the classroom.

Student Leaving Procedure
1. All staff that hear of a student leaving must inform the cultural liaison, ML Team (ML

Coordinator and other building ML teachers, building principal, building office assistant
and the MARSS Coordinator.

2. The Building office assistant notifies the MARSS Coordinator, ML Team (ML12

Coordinator and other building ML teachers and other relevant teachers and staff in
his/her schedule to notify and confirm that the student is leaving.

3. The MARSS Coordinator updates state data entries.

4. ML Coordinator updates ML High School Student List, records the type of leaving and
notifies MARSS Coordinator.

5. The building office assistant sends the student’s cumulative file to the new school if not
dropping out and notifies ML Team to ensure all necessary paperwork is present.

12 Notify means the quickest and more efficient method of communicating the information whether by
email, phone, etc.
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ELD Standards Framework

English Language Proficiency Standards

Standard Abbreviation

English
Language
Proficiency
Standard 1

English language learners communicate for
Social and Instructional purposes within the
school setting

Social and Instructional Language

English
Language
Proficiency
Standard 2

English language learners communicate
information, ideas and concepts necessary for
academic success in the content area of
Language Arts

The language of Language
Arts

English
Language
Proficiency
Standard 3

English language learners communicate
information, ideas and concepts necessary for
academic success in the content area of
Mathematics

The language of Mathematics

English
Language
Proficiency
Standard 4

English language learners communicate
information, ideas and concepts necessary for
academic success in the content area of Science

The language of Science

English
Language
Proficiency
Standard 5

English language learners communicate
information, ideas and concepts necessary for
academic success in the content area of Social
Studies

The language of Social Studies
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The WIDA framework recognizes the continuum of language development within the four
domains with six English language proficiency levels.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Entering Beginning Developing Expanding Bridging Reaching

These levels describe the spectrum of a learner's progression from knowing little to no English to
acquiring the English skills necessary to be successful in an English-only mainstream classroom
without extra support.
The Language Domains
Each of the five English language proficiency standards encompasses four language domains that
define how MLs process and use language:

• Listening- process, understand, interpret, and evaluate spoken language in a variety of
situations
• Speaking- engage in oral communication in a variety of situations for a variety of purposes and
audiences
• Reading- process, understand, interpret, and evaluate written language, symbols and text with
understanding and fluency
• Writing- engage in written communication in a variety of situations for a variety of purposes
and audiences
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Parent and Guardian Inclusion
In order to meet the needs of our ML students and their families, we will offer parent education
sessions during the school year specifically for our ML families to better acclimate them to our
school environment.  Our ML students are recruited to attend STEAM Camp through
Achievement and Integration, and attend summer school classes at the high school.  A ML
Brochure will be shared upon enrollment that includes a welcome letter, a summary of services
provided, community resources and support relevant to ML students and families.

In our district we provide additional support to our ML students.  For example, at the Madelia
District our families and students can attend events related to postsecondary information and
Infinite Campus.  We provide translating to families when attending school meetings, such as
Conferences and Athletic/Activity Meetings.  We host a Family Picnic in September at the
elementary to provide a welcoming environment to our ML families.

Lastly, there is a yearly ML Family Night in the spring where ML families are given important
information about their child(ren)'s language progress, updates from the administration, summer
events in the community, etc.

Our liaison will visit with each new family as they enter the community to provide support and
resources and to answer any questions the parents might have.
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Exiting, Monitoring and Program Re-entry
The final portion of the LIEP explains the procedure for exiting the program, a description of the
two monitoring years and the district policy on students re-entering the ML program.

Exiting Procedure
1. A student must meet the necessary exit requirement on the WIDA ACCESS Test in order

to exit the ML Program.13

2. Upon exit from the ML program, a student will be reclassified in MARSS.
3. The ML identifier in MARSS remains Y for Yes during the school year in which the

student is reclassified.
4. The following fall, ML teachers will communicate with the MARSS Coordinator that a

student is to be reclassified. The reclassified student is entered as EL-No in MARSS.

There are three fields in MARSS specifically pertaining to ML status

DATA ELEMENT INPUT TYPE

Home Language Code Enter a numerical code indicating Home Primary Language (in MARSS manual)

EL Identified Enter a Y for YES or N for NO indicating classification based on a valid and
reliable ELP assessment and developmentally appropriate measures.

EL Start Date Enter the date the student begins ML service each school year. If parents decline
service, do not enter a start date.

*A student’s classification as an ML does not change whether or not a parent declines services.  All students classified as
MLs should be scheduled for the annual ACCESS English Language Proficiency (ELP) assessment.

Monitor
1. Students who are exited from ML services and have been reclassified in MARSS as

“EL-No” are placed on monitoring status by the state for two academic years. During
this time following will take place:

a. Designated staff will monitor students’ achievement and development during this
time. These people will be the following:

i. At the elementary, classroom teachers will complete the Elementary
Monitor Form every semester.14

ii. At the high school, teachers with monitor students will complete the High
School Monitoring Form.15

iii. The MARSS Coordinator and school counselors at each building will also
monitor the students’ progress by completing the Elementary Monitoring
Form and the High School Monitoring Form.

15 See Appendix I
14 See Appendix H
13 See Appendix B for criteria.
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b. These staff will evaluate the following information while completing their
respective forms:

i. The MARSS Coordinator will monitor the attendance of the monitored
student.

ii. The school counselor will monitor the students’ grades, social and
emotional state and graduation status if applicable. They will also monitor
their test results to determine if they are making projected progress
without ML support.

iii. Teachers with ML students will consider their anecdotal experiences,
informative assessments and other student work samples when completing
their respective forms.

c. If the student has poor academic performance or is not meeting projected progress
during May of the following school year after taking the ACCESS Test the
previous school year, then, on the appropriate monitoring forms, the stakeholders
will indicate this and the reentry process will begin.

i. If issues arise before May of the following school year when the ACCESS
Test was taken, other intervention solutions should be considered first to
help the student find success in the specific content area.

Reentry
1. One of the adult stakeholders will report their collected evidence of concern on the16

appropriate Elementary or High School Monitor Form.17

2. The ML Department of either the elementary or high school along with the ML coordinator
will meet to review the evidence. The ML Department, hereafter referring to both the
teachers and coordinator, may request subsequent collected evidence. Please refer to the
Reevaluation Checklist and Rubric to help acquire the necessary information.18 19

3. If evidence is sufficiently provided that a concern might exist, the ML Department will call
the Stakeholders’ Meeting including the reporter on the monitor form, building principal and
the student’s content area teachers to discuss and then cast a private ballot of yes or no to
continue with reevaluation.

4. If one of the members of the stakeholders’ meeting objects to the decision to reevaluate, the
reevaluation fails, and another report cannot be filed until the next school year. If all of the
members are in agreement, then the ML Department will continue with evaluation.

19 If at any point during the reevaluation process the student does not meet the necessary requirements
for reentry, then other interventions should be considered. The ML teacher may be included in this
intervention decision to help find root causes and solutions.

18 See Appendix J.
17 See Appendix H or I respectively.

16 Stakeholder in this sense being defined as a parent, teacher or administrator in Madelia Public Schools.
This would not include students.
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5. The ML Department will administer the Model Test to determine whether the student still is
in need of ML services. A score under 4.5 overall and two or more domains under 3.5 would
permit the student to be re-enrolled in ML services.

6. Parents will need to sign the Re-enroll form. This form and all of the previous documented
evidence will be copied and placed in the student’s cumulative file. Once this is completed,
the MARSS Coordinator will update the student status in MARSS as “Yes.”

7. The ML Coordinator may then send the student’s MARSS number (without the student’s
name or other personal information) to mde.el@state.mn.us along with the previous
document in the student’s cumulative folder that satisfied all requirements for reentry.

8. If the requirements have been satisfied, MDE will then override Error #374 , and allow the20

reentry to occur in MARSS. The student will be readmitted into the ML Program.

20 Error #374 occurs because the student has already passed the ACCESS Test in the past, and it
therefore creates a discrepancy in the system that can only be overridden by MDE.
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Appendix C

ISD 837 SERVICE MODEL HIGH SCHOOL -  Newcomers to Graduation
Spring 2021-2022

Periods SLIFE/ Entering
Level 1-2

Intermediate WIDA
Level 2-3

Developing
WIDA Level 3-621

1 Beginning Woods PE/Health 10 / Reach Geometry
Pt. Sec.E ½ + Cr. W/M.Lit
Am. Hist 10 + Soc12/Ecn
Reach
ML Advanced - Ulises Nunez
(B-103); Erika C. (A-114);
Yaritza S. (A-121); (Alexis R.
DL); (Beverly P. DL)

2 ML Beginning Reading and
Writing

PE/Health 10 / Jr. Vocal
ML Intermediate English
Language Arts Reading and
Listening

Geometry
Bio 10
Read + Lit A./Sh.St.
W. Hist 11 + Soc. 9

3 Spanish I / PE8 Life Skills / ML Geography and
Civics / MainRob / Sr. Vocal

Ag.Careers
Soc12 / Ecn
ML / Advanced - Alejandra R.
(B-105); Ever C. (A-103);
Jessica O (A-Lib)

4 PE 9 / Spanish II Food Chemistry / Beg Woods /
Jr. Band

A lit. / Hol Lit. + Read180
Chem
ML Advanced - Fernanda.Z.
(A-121*); Kevin. C. (A-103*);
Alvaro P (B-121*)

5 Study Hall Algebra Skills / Small Motors /
Sr. Band

ML Advanced English
Language Arts Writing and
Speaking
Chem.

6 Language of Sch + Soc. ML Intermediate English
Language Arts Writing and
Speaking

Adv. B
Chem. / Bio 10
Eng. 9
Am. Hist 10 + Soc. 9

21 Special Education students’ schedules will need to be coordinated by ML, Sped and counseling
departments
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7 Spanish  / IPE 8/ Math
Concepts

Alg. 8 Geometry
Sci 9
Ag. Engineering
A Lit. + Sp.Sp.
Am. Hist 11 + Mob Comp

8 Language of Math Exp. Woods / Adv. A. Sci. 9
Eng. 9 + Soc / Psy 1
ML Advanced - Jacob G.
(A-Lib); Jon G. (B - 103 - take
on A Day)
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Appendix D
English Version

Madelia Public Schools
English Learner Program Placement

❑ Initial Placement❑ Continuing Placement

Name of Student: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________
School Location: Madelia ___________

Dear Parent or Guardian:

Your child has been identified as an English learner. This letter provides information about your
child’s proficiency in English. Proficiency in a language is a measure of a person’s ability to
understand and communicate in that language or in a person’s preferred mode of communication.
The school will provide services that will help your child become proficient in English and do
well in school. This letter provides information about how we decided your child is an English
learner and other important information. Here is the information included in this letter:

• Your child’s level of proficiency in English;

• The level of proficiency needed to be considered proficient;

• An estimate of how long it should take for your child to become proficient in English;

• The method of instruction used in English Learner Services;

• Other English Learner Services that may be available to help your child;

• Information about requesting other services to help your child become proficient in English;

• Information about refusing the English Learner Services we provide;

• If available, information about how your child is generally doing in school;

• Information about the percentage of English learners graduating from high school; and

• If your child has a disability, you will receive information about how services to help your child
become proficient in English will help meet educational goals set for your child.

We must give you this information about your child. Education law requires that we send you
this information and that we make sure that you understand it. If you need assistance
understanding this letter, please contact:

Name: _________________________________________ Title: _________________________
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Email: _________________________________________ Phone: ________________________

Do you need an interpreter? Please tell us and we will make sure one is available.

Your child will receive instruction in our school district’s English Learner Services that are paid
for with money from Title I or Title III of the education law called the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) as amended 2015. Sometimes these services are paid for by both Title I
and Title III.

You completed a home language survey and marked that your child speaks a language other than
English. Because your child speaks a language other than English, we gave your child an English
proficiency test. Based on the results of this test your child is eligible to receive English Learner
Services. Placement in the English learner services that best meet your child’s needs is based on
1) the results from this test, 2) how well your child is doing in school, and 3) other educational
information about your child. The English Learner Services chosen are designed to help your
child learn English so that your child will be able to meet academic standards, succeed in school,
and graduate from high school. The expected rate of transition out of English learner services is
7 years. The high school graduation rate for students receiving English Learner Services is
______ %. If your child has a disability and an Individualized Education Program (IEP),
improvement in your child’s ability to listen, speak, read, and write in English will help meet the
goals of the IEP.

The name of the English proficiency test your child took is:
______________________________________________________________________________
(Test used to measure level of English proficiency)

Your student’s Level of English Proficiency is:__________

The highest score possible is: ____________

The level needed to be proficient in English and exit English Learner Services is:
__________________________________________________________________________

If applicable, your child's level of academic achievement was measured using the following
test(s): WIDA ACCESS Test

The method of instruction used in your child’s English Learner Services is:
Instruction is provided in both English and your child’s home language.
Content-based English Learner Program
English as a Second Language (ESL)
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Sheltered English Instruction
Pull-out English Learner or ESL: Students leave their English-only classroom during the day for
English learner or ESL instruction.
Other: ________________________________________________________________________

Your child’s English Learner Services are not the district’s only English Language Development
Program. Additional Information about your child’s English Learner Services and, if available,
other district language programs is attached. Please contact the person below or
_____________________________ if you would like to request: (a) immediate removal of your
child from the English Learner Services provided by Title I, Title III, or both; (b) options
available for your child if you decline the English Learner Services offered or would like another
method of instruction; or (c) assistance in selecting other district programs or instructional
methods, if available.

Name: _______________________________________ Title: ___________________________
Email: _______________________________________ Phone: __________________________

The goal of the district’s English Learner Services is to help your child learn English and meet
academic standards for grade promotion and graduation. The English Learner Services described
here are provided using ESEA funding from Title I, Title III, or both. These services are in
addition to our district’s English Language Development Program(s). Each program is designed
to help your child become proficient in English and succeed in school. Our staff identified the
educational strengths and needs of your child and selected the instructional methods described
below. It is anticipated your child will continue in Multilingual Learner Services for ____7____
years. Your child will move to a full day schedule that is not designed for English learner
students when your child becomes proficient in English.

Your Child’s Program:

Instructional Method(s):

Program Content for Meeting

State Proficiency:

Native Language Used in Instruction: Yes

English Language Used in Instruction: Yes

Program Exit Criteria:
______________________________________________________________
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English Learner Program Placement The name of the English proficiency test your child took is:

❑ _______________________________________________________________________
(Test used to measure level of English proficiency)

❑ _______________________________________________________________________
(Test used to measure level of English proficiency)

Your student’s Level of English Proficiency is: _____ The highest score possible is: ______

The level needed to be proficient in English and exit English Learner Services is:

_________________________________________________________________________

If applicable, your child's level of academic achievement was measured using the following
test(s):

❑ __________________________________________________________________________
(Test used to measure level of academic achievement)

❑ __________________________________________________________________________
(Test used to measure level of academic achievement)

Your student’s Level of Academic Achievement is:
_______________________________________________

The method of instruction used in your child’s English Learner Services is:
❑ Bilingual, including Dual Language, Two-Way Immersion, Transitional Bilingual, and
Developmental Bilingual programs: Instruction is provided in both English and your child’s
home language.❑ Heritage Language: Instruction is provided in a native, home, or ancestral
language that is also used to help your child become proficient in English.
❑ Content-based English Learner Program, English as a Second Language (ESL), or
Sheltered English, including Sheltered English Instruction, Structured English Immersion,
and Specially designed academic instruction delivered in English: Instruction is provided in
English only and adapted to the student’s English proficiency level. This instructional method is
used to make academic instruction in English understandable to English learners. This will help
them acquire proficiency in English while at the same time achieving in content areas.
❑ Pull-out English Learner or ESL: Students leave their English-only classroom during the
day for English learner or ESL instruction.
❑ Other: __________________________________________________________________
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❑ Your child’s English Learner Services are not the district’s only English Language
Development Program.

Additional information about your child’s English Learner Services and, if available, other
district language programs is attached.

Please contact the person below or _____________________________ if you would like to
request: (a) immediate removal of your child from the English Learner Services provided by
Title I, Title III, or both; (b) options available for your child if you decline the English Learner
Services offered or would like another method of instruction; or (c) assistance in selecting other
district programs or instructional methods, if available.

Name: _____________________________________ Title: ____________________________

Email: _____________________________________ Phone: ___________________________

Description of Programs

The goal of the district’s English Learner Services is to help your child learn English and meet
academic standards for grade promotion and graduation. The English Learner Services described
here are provided using ESEA funding from Title I, Title III, or both. These services are in
addition to our district’s English Language Development Program(s). Each program is designed
to help your child become proficient in English and succeed in school. Our staff identified the
educational strengths and needs of your child and selected the instructional methods described
below. It is anticipated your child will continue in English Learner Services for ___7_____ years.
Your child will move to a full day schedule that is not designed for English learner students when
your child becomes proficient in English.

Your Child’s Program:
Instructional Method(s):

Program Content for Meeting State Proficiency:

Native Language Used in Instruction:❑ Yes❑ No

English Language Used in Instruction:❑ Yes❑ No

Program Exit Criteria:
______________________________________________________________________________
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Description of Other Available English Learner Services: Instructional Method(s):

Program Content for Meeting State Proficiency:

Native Language Used in Instruction:❑ Yes❑ No

English Language Used in Instruction:❑ Yes❑ No

Program Exit Criteria:
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Appendix E
Newcomer Tour Checklist (43 minutes)

School Survival Skills
● All Classes on their schedule, ML Classrooms the lunchroom, lunch line procedures and

their lunch number (they can bring their own food, but they cannot leave)
● Their locker, how to unlock it and that they should use it (7th and 8th graders must)
● All bathrooms (sex specific - check color!) and how they function (Especially SLIFE)
● How to receive medical help for medication and/or vomiting and headache relief
● School counselor, nurse and principal offices
● Changing clothes for gym - how and where
● How students and teachers address one another
● Introduce bilingual staff
● Personal hygiene expectations
● Season clothing and where they can find clothes if they need them
● How to enter the building when it is locked
● Keep your things with you - Do not leave it at their desks!
● How to get on the school bus and which one
● Advertise the welding / shop classrooms / weightroom

Behavior Expectations:22

● Sitting still for long periods of time
● Riding a school bus
● Attendance and report cards (Results of Truancy)
● School dress code
● Discipline in the school context and consequences for misbehavior

○ Detention
○ In school/ Out of school suspension
○ Police fining your parents/guardians
○ Criminal trials

● Raising a hand to speak
● Working independently and/or quietly
● Finding and using a locker
● Using a planner
● Do not speak when the teacher is talking
● Bad words and clothing - what is allowed and not allowed
● Appropriate male/female interactions - age considerations (statatory rape)
● Do not speak to a classmate that is too far away

○ Western volume expectations
● Respect all adults and students (all staff have discipline powers)

○ Report bullying to adults

22 Should be explained during their BHT either collectively in the beginning of the year or one-on-one after
the year begins. Sign when all points have been discussed.
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● Maintain books in good conditions (or you pay for it)

Sign: _____________________________________ Date: ____________
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Appendix F
Request for Change in English Learner Program

Date: ________________________ (mm/dd/yyyy)

Dear Parent or Guardian: You have indicated that you would like to refuse the
English Learner Services for your child that are provided by Title I, Title III
or both. Although we are offering English Learner Services we feel are the
most appropriate for your child’s level of English proficiency, you have the
right to refuse these English Learner Services for your child. Proficiency in a
language is a measure of a person’s ability to understand and communicate in
that language or in a person’s preferred mode of communication. If you
decide to refuse the English Learner Services provided by Title I, Title III, or
both, please complete and sign the bottom of this form and return it to your
child’s school. This form must be completed every year until your child
becomes proficient in English.

Thank you.

............................................................................................................................

Request for Change in English Learner Program
I, ________________________________ (parent or guardian) of
__________________________ (student) have been informed of my right to
refuse English Learner Services. I have been informed of other district
language programs or methods of instruction, if available, and request the
following action: I want to refuse the English Learner Services provided by
Title I, Title III, or both. Please place my child in another English Learner
Service or method of instruction provided by Title I, Title III, or both if
available. Please place my child in the following program:

______________________________________________________________
Parent or Guardian Signature Date (mm/dd/yyyy)
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Appendix G
Explanation of Consequences for Refusing English Learner Services
Date: _________________________ (mm/dd/yyyy)

Dear Parent or Guardian:

You have indicated that you would like to refuse the English Learner Services for your child that are
provided by Title I, Title III, or both. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and the U.S. Supreme Court case
Lau v. Nichols ruling require schools and districts to provide services to English learner students to help
them become proficient in English and succeed academically in school. Proficiency in a language is a
measure of a person’s ability to understand and communicate in that language or in a person’s preferred
mode of communication. Our school district provides programs and services designed to help increase
your child’s level of English proficiency. Even If you do not want your child to participate in our district’s
English Learner Services, the district is still required by Civil Rights law to provide services to your child
that will help your child become proficient in English and succeed academically in school.

English Learner Services provided by Title I, Title III, or both are services that are provided to students
learning English that are in addition to the district’s English Language Development Program. Refusing to
allow your child to participate in these services will result in your child not being given all of the services
our district provides to help your child become proficient in English and meet high academic grade level
standards and graduation requirements.

If you refuse the English Learner Services our district provides, your child will still be required to take the
annual test of English language proficiency. All English learner students are tested annually until they
become proficient in English.

Refusing the district’s English Learner Services could result in your child taking longer to meet the
requirements to become proficient in English than other students that do participate in these services.
Refusing these programs could also delay your child’s ability to fully participate in educational programs
offered by our district.

Sincerely,

____________________________________

____________________________________ _____________________
Name Title

____________________________________ _____________________
Phone Email
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Appendix H
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Appendix I
This document is sent as a Google Form and here, it is represented in a different format so that it
can be easily published here but still access the text that teachers would see.

High School Monitoring Form
Name of student on monitor in your class. * Required
(First and last name)

Do you have serious concerns about this student? For example, are they trying their
hardest, yet still not finding success? *
Yes
No
Mark only one oval.

If yes, according to your observations, do you think that there are linguistic barriers
separating students from academic success? *
Yes
No
Mark only one oval.

If yes to both questions, would you be able to provide physical evidence detailing the student's
confusion in listening, speaking, reading or writing? *
Yes
No
Mark only one oval.

Next Steps:
If you answered yes to all of the previous questions, please collect the necessary documentation
according to the Reentry Criteria for review by the school's ML Department to determine next
steps. This documentation can be sent to andrewrunck@isd837.org or in physical copies to a
school ML teacher
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Appendix J
Reentry Criteria

Materials Score

4 Work Samples of Each Domain 4

Evidence of Communication with Parents 1

Evidence of Intervention Attempts23 1

2 Work Samples of Intervention 2

Total Score:

Evidence score:

Final Evaluation Rubric of Evidence:

1 2 3 4

Only verbal
notification of need

Multiple adult
stakeholders report
concern on Monitor

Form

Evidence is provided
alongside Monitor

Form

Evidence is clearly
organized and has

obtained an evidence
score of at least 6
with Monitor Form.
The student is not
making adequate

progress according to
their NWEA and MCA

test scores.

Considerations During Stakeholders Meeting
Below are some examples of the kinds of questions that staff and parents should consider when
there are academic concerns for students who have recently exited ML status:

1. Did the student have similar academic challenges prior to reclassification?
2. Was there a change (in regard to the student’s academic struggles) after the student

exited the ML program (and ML status)?
3. What is the nature of the academic struggles?

23 This would include duration of intervention and description of content and method
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4. Are similar concerns consistently observed across content areas or are they limited to
one specific content area or teacher? Did the student meet all prerequisites or have
adequate background knowledge for this specific course?

5. Does the student have someone that can work with them when they do not understand
the content?

6. Does the student have an IEP?  Does the student need to be considered for an IEP?
7. What kinds of supports are available at your site to any student with academic

struggles?
8. Are there other supports available (regardless of ML status), such as tutoring or after

school programs?
9. Are there in-class (grade-level content classes) scaffolds or supports that successfully

allow the student to work at grade level across the content areas?
10. How do staff know that the academic struggle is related to English language

development?
11. Do past ACCESS scores across the domains correlate with the domain-specific

struggles that are being observed?
12. Are adequate “tier 1” supports being provided in content area classes to ensure access

to grade level content and standards for all students?
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